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Abstract. The MARSCHALS (Millimetre-wave Airborne
Receiver for Spectroscopic CHaracterisation of Atmospheric
Limb-Sounding) project has the general objectives of demon-
strating the measurement capabilities of a limb viewing in-
strument working in the millimetre and sub-millimetre spec-
tral regions (from 294 to 349 GHz) for the study of the Upper
Troposphere – Lower Stratosphere (UTLS). MARSCHALS
has flown on board the M-55 stratospheric aircraft (Geo-
physica) in two measurements campaigns. Here we re-
port the results of the analysis of MARSCHALS measure-
ments during the SCOUT-O3 campaign held in Darwin (Aus-
tralia) in December 2005 obtained with MARC (Millimetre-
wave Atmospheric-Retrieval Code). MARSCHALS mea-
sured vertical distributions of temperature, water vapour,
ozone and nitric acid in the altitude range from 10 to 20 km
in presence of clouds that obscure measurements in the mid-
dle infrared spectroscopic region. The minimum altitude at
which the retrieval has been possible is determined by the
high water concentration typical of the tropical region rather
than the extensive cloud coverage experienced during the
flight. Water has been measured from 10 km to flight altitude
(∼18 km) with a 10% accuracy, ozone from 14 km to flight
altitude with accuracy ranging from 10% to 60%, while the
retrieval of nitric acid has been possible with an accuracy
not better than 40% only from 16 km to flight altitude due to
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the low signal to noise ratio of its emission in the analysed
spectral region. The results have been validated using mea-
surement made in a less cloudy region by MIPAS-STR, an
infrared limb-viewing instrument on board the M-55, during
the same flight.

1 Introduction

Today predictions of climate change or of trends in global
air quality are a crucial issue (IPCC 2007). For this, the
understanding of the radiative balance of the Upper Tropo-
sphere – Lower Stratosphere (UTLS) region and therefore
of the dynamical, chemical and physical processes that con-
trol water vapour, ozone, radical constituents, aerosols, and
clouds is critical. The UTLS region is roughly defined as the
part of the atmosphere between 5 and 20 km. It is a transi-
tion zone between the convectively dominated and therefore
unstable troposphere and the stable, stratified stratosphere.
The UTLS is a highly coupled region: in it dynamics, chem-
istry, microphysics and radiation are fundamentally intercon-
nected (Holton, 1995), and the strong gradients in many trace
constituents of tropospheric or stratospheric origin (such as
water vapour and ozone) make the study of its composition
quite difficult.

In the tropics the tropopause is relatively high, with the
coldest point near 17 km, and the region of the tropical at-
mosphere between∼12 km and the coldest point or slightly
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above has characteristics intermediate between those of the
troposphere and stratosphere, and is referred to as the Trop-
ical Tropopause Layer (TTL). Thin (sometimes sub visible)
cirrus clouds are observed over large areas of the TTL (Wang
et al., 1996; Winker and Trepte, 1998), although their for-
mation mechanisms and effects on the large-scale circula-
tion and humidity are poorly known. The measurement of
the composition of the TTL is one of the most challenging
questions the atmospheric community is facing today. Nadir
measurements performed by instruments on board of satel-
lites (like IASI Blumstein et al., 2004; Turquety et al., 2004)
can provide measurements of the TTL region with very high
geographical resolution, but their vertical resolution is not
high enough to give useful results. Limb sounding observa-
tions can provide the good vertical resolution needed to study
the TTL region. However, limb sounding measurements ob-
serve the atmosphere with long horizontal optical paths so
that the relatively thin cirrus clouds present here can atten-
uate significantly the atmospheric signal. So it is important
to develop instruments that can avoid the attenuation of the
cirrus clouds that are often present in the UTLS. Fortunately,
the optical depth of cirrus clouds is not the same at all wave-
lengths (Warren, 1984): the relatively low extinction coeffi-
cient of ice particles at longer wavelengths (far infrared and
millimetre wave spectral interval) can be exploited to mea-
sure the UTLS region also in presence of cirrus clouds (Del
Bianco et al., 2007).

Retrievals of atmospheric constituents within the UTLS
have been performed at millimetre wavelengths for the UTLS
and at sub-millimetre wavelengths for the LS, mainly from
space-borne, limb-viewing instruments. However, to date
the tropical UTLS region is not properly covered by satel-
lite instruments, since the majority of these instruments are
blinded by the clouds that are very frequent in this region. To
overcome this, several European Space Agency (ESA) stud-
ies (for example ACECHEM (Kerridge et al., 2004 a, b) or
CAPACITY (Kelder et al., 2005) considered the use of the
MASTER (Millimetre-wave Acquisition for Stratosphere-
Troposphere Exchange Research) millimetre-wave hetero-
dyne spectrometer for the study of the UTLS region. Theo-
retical simulations indicate that MASTER can satisfactorily
meet the challenging requirements for UTLS studies (Reburn
et al., 1998), but the full measurement capabilities of MAS-
TER had to be demonstrated with a real instrument. The ca-
pability of the millimetre waves to measure the atmosphere
has been exploited by the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS)
flown in 1991 on board of the UARS (Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite) satellite (Barath et al., 1993). However,
MLS did not sound low altitudes and had a low vertical res-
olution and a poor sensitivity (Sandor et al., 1998; Livesey
et al., 2003). MAS (Millimetre wave Atmospheric Sounder),
part of the ATLAS (ATmospheric Laboratory for Application
and Science) project, was flown several times in 1992–1994,
but the vertical range in which it was operated was above
10 km and its vertical resolution (5–10 km) was again very

low to study the UTLS region (Hartmann et al., 1996). Re-
markable results have been obtained in the UTLS with the
AURA/MLS instrument for O3, CO, N2O, H2O, and ice cir-
rus clouds, (Froidevaux et al., 2006 and references therein),
but again its vertical resolution prevented to obtain a defini-
tive proof of the millimetre wave capabilities of measuring
UTLS in presence of clouds. The ASUR (Airborne Submil-
limetre Radiometer) has flown on the Falcon aircraft up to
about 14 km, but from this altitude it has not been possible
to test its limb measurement capabilities. The Odin satellite
(Murtagh et al., 2002) has better sensitivity than MLS, and
measurements have been performed of the tropical relative
humidity, N2O and ice cirrus clouds (Ekström et al., 2007,
2008; Urban et al., 2005; Eriksson et al., 2007, 2008), but its
channels are optimised for combined astrophysical and at-
mospheric requirements and its atmospheric measurements
are not fully optimised for UTLS studies. A few other sub-
millimetre radiometers, such as the JEM/SMILES (Super-
conducting MIllimetre-wave Limb-Emission Sounder) that is
planned for the International Space Station (ISS) (Masuko et
al., 2000) and others that have been deployed either on air-
craft or balloon, operate in bands that are not optimised for
the UTLS region.

In order to verify experimentally the measurement capa-
bilities of MASTER, ESA has developed the MARSCHALS
(Millimetre-wave Airborne Receiver for Spectroscopic
CHaracterisation of Atmospheric Limb-Sounding) instru-
ment (Oldfield et al., 2001). MARSCHALS is a heterodyne
spectrometer that can be operated on board of stratospheric
aircrafts or balloons. It is designed to sample the atmosphere
using a limb-viewing geometry. MARSCHALS has flown
on board the M-55 stratospheric aircraft (Geophysica) in two
measurements campaigns.

Along with the development of the instrument, ESA has
devoted a separate study to the development of a dedi-
cated code (Millimetre-wave Atmospheric-Retrieval Code,
MARC) for the analysis of its measurements (Carli et al.,
2007). In this work we present the results of MARSCHALS
measurements during the SCOUT-O3 campaign held in Dar-
win (Australia) in December 2005, obtained with MARC.
The analysis aimed at the assessment of atmospheric mea-
surements capabilities of the millimetre waves in presence of
clouds and high water vapour concentration as experienced
in the tropical UTLS.

2 The instrument

MARSCHALS views thermal emission from the atmo-
spheric limb using a scanning 235 mm diameter antenna via
an open aperture in the starboard side of the Geophysica
aircraft. Measurement of the incoming radiation is time-
shared between each of the three millimetre-wave heterodyne
radiometers centred at 300, 325 and 345 GHz, where it is
down-converted to an IF range of 12–24 GHz.
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Table 1. MARSCHALS instrument specification.

Instrument Type Total Power Single Sideband Radiometer

RF target bands Band B 294 – 305.5 GHz
Band C 316.5 – 325.5 GHz
Band D 342.2 – 348.8 GHz

Instantaneous bandwidth 12 GHz
Spectral Resolution 200 MHz (with provision for addition

of high resolution spectrometer
with up to 12 GHz bandwidth)

Tsys ∼20 000 K (Bands B and C)
NET (250 ms) 2–4 K (Bands C and D)

4–6 K (Band B)
NET (8 scans) 1 K (Band C)
Sideband Rejection >30 Db
Beam Width 0.34◦ HPBW (2 km at 10 km

tangent height)
Beam Pointing �0.0025 deg. rms pointing

knowledge during scan, bias excepted
Scan range Tangent heights from−2 km to

platform altitude (21 km on aircraft) in
1 km steps with +20◦ “space view”

Mass 330 kg
Dimensions 1.55×0.76×0.56 m

The down-converted signal from each mm-wave receiver
is fed to a spectrometer. At present, channeliser (filter bank)
spectrometers are used, having 60 channels each of 200 MHz
bandwidth for a total instantaneous bandwidth of 12 GHz.
This is adequate for measurements at the flight altitudes of
the Geophysica aircraft (<21 km), however MARSCHALS
has been designed for future expansion with a high resolu-
tion spectrometer, e.g. a Digital Autocorrelator or Acousto-
Optic Spectrometer in the event that a higher-altitude balloon
platform is employed. Each radiometer incorporates a high
performance single sideband filter which passes the signal
due to the target species (O3, H2O and CO respectively) and
rejects aliased radiances by at least 30 dB.

In order to improve the antenna pointing, the antenna
scan system employs a dedicated Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU); the instrument (aircraft) roll angle is measured with
high precision and corrected for in the antenna control loop,
resulting in an extremely stable line-of-sight.

MARSCHALS also incorporates a near-infrared Optical
Cloud Monitor (OCM) to aid in assessing the impact of cirrus
on mm-wave observations.

2.1 Instrument configuration

The layout of the instrument is shown in Fig. 1. The individ-
ual subsystems are mounted in an open frame designed to fit
in the front bay of the M55 Geophysica airplane. The scan-
ning antenna and OCM are located on the starboard side of
the instrument. All acquisition of measurement and house-
keeping data is performed by the instrument control units
at the front of the instrument. A brief summary of tech-

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. MARSCHALS instrument configuration. 
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Figure 2. Millimetre-wave receiver signal flow. 

 

Fig. 2. Millimetre-wave receiver signal flow.

nical information like band frequencies, spectral resolution,
noise equivalent brightness temperatures (NET), as well as
weight and dimensions is given in Table 1. The receiver noise
temperatures of the millimetre-wave channels in single side-
band mode are of the order of 20 000 K. This high value is
to a large extent due to losses in the dielectric sideband fil-
ters. A foreseen upgrade of the receivers is expected to bring
this value down to∼5000 K, at which a NET of 1 K can be
achieved. In the mean time, an average of 8 scans taken at
NETs of 4–6 K each is taken to produce equivalent result.

2.2 Millimetre-wave radiometer

The primary subsystem in MARSCHALS is the millimetre
wave radiometer, shown schematically in Fig. 2.

The input to the three millimetre wave receivers can be
selected through a switching mirror among the following
three targets: atmospheric limb, cold blackbody target, or
hot blackbody target. The available spectrometer bandwidth
is only sufficient for one band at a time, so a band switch fol-
lowing each receiver couples the IF output from each of the
receivers in turn to the IF processing electronics and chan-
neliser spectrometer. Observation time for each of bands B,
C and D is normally shared equally.
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2.3 Radiometric calibration

High elevation angle views of the sky are sufficiently con-
taminated by spectral features, even if the instrument flies
at 35km altitude, that they are unsuitable for use in calibrat-
ing the MARSCHALS instrument. MARSCHALS therefore
employs two onboard radiometric calibration targets: one at
ambient temperature and one cooled using liquid argon to
approximately 86K.

A rotating mirror is used to switch between the two cali-
bration targets and the sky view during the limb scan. The
switching sequence is completely programmable to allow for
modifications in the light of system performance.

2.4 Antenna pointing system

To improve accuracy of atmospheric constituent profile re-
trievals, a closed-loop control system is used to stabilize the
line of sight of the MARSCHALS mm-wave receivers.

A brushless motor is used to position the antenna, driven
by a custom-designed controller, with an Inductosyn™ sen-
sor mounted directly to the driveshaft providing positional
feedback. Due to the requirement for highly accurate
(0.0025◦ rms) knowledge of the pointing, a dedicated IMU is
mounted on the MARSCHALS instrument frame. Both the
IMU and the Inductosyn™ have resolutions�1 arcsec, and
the control loop has been demonstrated in flight to achieve
settling time<0.25s and jitter<0.01◦.

The Antenna Pointing System (APS) additionally receives
an aircraft roll angle update from the Geophysica UCSE
(Unit for Connection of Scientific Equipment) telemetry
module. The APS compares this value of aircraft roll an-
gle with the value from its own IMU and uses it to correct
for any long term drift in the IMU.

2.5 Optical cloud monitor

Positioned just above the mm-wave scanning antenna, and
viewing through the same aircraft aperture, the OCM com-
prises a CCD (charge-coupled device) imager with good
near-infrared responsivity fitted with an 850 nm filter. The
camera has a fixed FOV of approximately 6.6◦ in the vertical
plane, centred at a declination of 2.9◦ below horizontal; the
vertical FOV therefore includes in a single frame the com-
plete mm-wave FOV observed during a limb scan. Further
details can be found in Moyna et al. (2006).

3 The SCOUT-O3 campaign in Darwin

This paper reports the results obtained by MARSCHALS
during the SCOUT-O3 campaign in Darwin. The aim of
the SCOUT-O3 project is to provide scientific knowledge for
global assessments on ozone depletion and climate change
for the Montreal and Kyoto Protocols and to achieve a bet-
ter understanding of processes, both chemical and dynami-

cal, occurring in the UTLS region. In December 2005 the
combined SCOUT-O3/ACTIVE campaign (Vaughan et al.,
2008) took place in Darwin (12.47◦ S, 130.85◦ E), Australia,
with the aim of studying the chemical composition of the
TTL and the convective Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange
(STE) caused by the powerful thunderstorm system called
Hector that occurs almost daily over the Tiwi islands imme-
diately north of Darwin. The SCOUT-O3 team was present at
Darwin with two aircrafts, the M55 Geophysica (flight alti-
tude up to 20 km) and the DLR Falcon (up to 12 km). The
ACTIVE team was deploying the Australien Grob G520T
Egrett (up to 14 km) and NERC’s Dornier-228 (up to 4 km).
During the measurement campaign the M55 performed 9 lo-
cal flights in Australia. The M55 payload varied from flight
to flight and was made of several in-situ instruments and of
the four limb sounders: MIPAS-STR (Michelson Interferom-
eter for Passive Atmospheric Sounding-STRatospheric air-
craft), CRISTA-NF (Cryogenic Infrared Spectrometers and
Telescopes for the Atmosphere-New Frontiers), MTP (Mi-
crowave Temperature Profiler) and MARSCHALS. In the
flights when MARSCHALS was on board of the M55, MTP
measured Temperature, CRISTA-NF provided data for the
cloud coverage only, while both MARSCHALS and MIPAS-
STR measured altitude distribution profiles of Temperature
and some molecules among which H2O, O3 and HNO3 are
common.

3.1 MARSCHALS measurements

MARSCHALS was deployed on the four local flights num-
bered 4, 5, 6 and 9. The corresponding flight dates are the
25th, 28th and 29th November 2005 and the 5th December
2005. Flight 4 on the 25th November was the first ever scien-
tific deployment of MARSCHALS and atmospheric spectra
have been recorded for the whole duration of the flight. Al-
though this was a great success, flight 4 was a Hector flight
the particular flight pattern used for cloud sampling with nu-
merous and frequent changes in direction and flight altitude
made it particularly unsuitable for remote sensing applica-
tions. On flight 5 on the 18th Nov the aircraft was forced
to land immediately after take-off because its transponder
failed to work and as a result no scientific measurements
could be taken. On flight 6 of 29th November MARSCHALS
was recording a full set of OCM cloud measurements, geo-
location, housekeeping and aircraft UCSE data but, due to an
error in the antenna controller, the scanning mirror could not
be stabilised and no atmospheric data were measured. Prior
to the last deployment some improvised in-field repairs to
the pointing system have been performed. For flight 9 on 5th
December the pointing system was working again, but it was
now using fixed command angles and did not provide active
antenna control to compensate for aircraft roll. The aircraft
flight attitude was nevertheless independently recorded both
by the MARSCHALS inertial navigation system (consisting
of two gyroscopes and 3 accelerometers), as well as by the
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aircraft’s flight control system (UCSE data). The true view
angle was reconstructed to a high level of accuracy from both
datasets in the post processing of the data (level1b data) as
seen in the results of the pointing retrieval.

During flight 9 MARSCHALS scans were made for about
200 limb views in a single band. The three bands were ac-
quired in subsequent scans: one scan for band B first, then
band D and then band C. Band D was not yet operational at
the time of this campaign. In band B good spectra were mea-
sured at the beginning of the flight, but the receivers proved
to be thermally unstable and the quality of the recorded spec-
tra rapidly deteriorated after takeoff in the harsh meteorolog-
ical condition at high flight altitudes. Thus the results pre-
sented in this study are derived from analysing atmospheric
spectra measured in band C on the remote sensing flight 9 of
5th December 2005 only.

3.2 MIPAS-STR measurements

MIPAS-STR (Keim et al., 2004) is a cryogenic Fourier
Transform emission sounder operating in the middle in-
frared. The instrument allows limb and upward viewing,
yielding about 2 km vertical resolution below the Geophys-
ica flight level (up to 20 km) and mainly column data above.
Reduced vertical information above the flight level is ob-
tained by upward measurements with several elevation an-
gles. Two-sided interferograms were obtained with a max-
imum optical path difference L of 12.5 cm, resulting in a
spectral resolution (1/2L) of 0.04 cm−1. For a flight altitude
of 19 km the complete sequence, including calibration, takes
200 s. This results in a horizontal resolution in flight direc-
tion of about 36 km.

During flight 9 MIPAS-STR performed perfectly and
made continuous limb measurements. During the dive the
shutters were closed to avoid condensation of water inside
the cold optic module. In total some 50 limb scans have been
measured. MIPAS-STR measurements were simultaneously
made in the same direction of MARSCHALS and an excel-
lent coincidence in time and space of both limb sounders is
evident. On average there are about 3 limb scans of MIPAS-
STR for each limb scan of MARSCHALS.

The atmospheric conditions made the analysis of MIPAS-
STR data extremely difficult. This was mainly because of
the presence of optically thick clouds in the infra-red during
large parts of the flight. Figure 3 shows the distribution along
the flight track of the Cloud-Index (CI) defined as the quo-
tient of the radiance measured by MIPAS-STR at 830 cm−1

and at 791 cm−1 (Spang et al., 2004). The CI was derived
for each tangent point from the individual MIPAS-STR spec-
tra and a value of 4 was chosen to separate cloudy from no
cloudy measurements. The CI plots show the extensive cloud
coverage encountered during the flight that was also clearly
observed by the Falcon lidar. Nevertheless, as it can be seen
in Fig. 3 a few regions in the southern part, close to the dive,
apparently gave good signal and have been analysed in detail.

Figure 3. Flight track of Geophysica on 5 December 2005 and the location of tangent points of the 

MIPAS-STR instrument. The altitude of the tangent point ranges from 6 km (farthest from the flight 

track) to flight altitude in 1 km steps. The under-laying field is the distribution of the Cloud Index 

(CI - quotient of the radiance at 830 cm-1 and at 791 cm-1) derived for each tangent point from the 

individual MIPAS-STR spectrum. A value of 4 was chosen to separate cloud from no cloud. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Flight track of Geophysica on 5 December 2005 and the lo-
cation of tangent points of the MIPAS-STR instrument. The altitude
of the tangent point ranges from 6 km (farthest from the flight track)
to flight altitude in 1 km steps. The under-laying field is the distribu-
tion of the Cloud Index (CI – quotient of the radiance at 830 cm−1

and at 791 cm−1) derived for each tangent point from the individual
MIPAS-STR spectrum. A value of 4 was chosen to separate cloud
from no cloud.

One of this scans has only a thin aerosol layer at about 14–
15 km, which is partly transparent for infrared radiation. Re-
trievals for aerosol, temperature, CFC-11, CFC-12, HNO3,
O3, and H2O have been made for this scan. In the retrieval
MIPAS-STR spectra at tangent heights down to 11 km were
used.

The error budget of the MIPAS-STR atmospheric pro-
files is dominated by systematic error sources in the retrieval
chain. The error in the used temperature profile is estimated
to be within 3 K. The resulting error for the trace gases is
estimated by runs with +3 K (−3K respectively) shifted tem-
perature profiles. A second error source is related to the HI-
TRAN spectroscopic line data, and is estimated to be 10%
of the VMR. The stability of the pointing is within one arc
minute, but the mean deviation is typically derived post-flight
from a large set of spectra unaffected by aerosol absorption.
The pointing error is therefore estimated conservatively to be
2 mrad (∼7 arc min.), the impact on the VMR profile is deter-
mined with retrievals with +2 mrad (−2 mrad respectively)
shifted pointing. Compared with the systematic errors, the
noise error in the spectra is negligible. To calculate the given
maximal(=)total error, all errors have been combined addi-
tively. The total (3σ ) error of HNO3 goes from about 50pptv
(∼20%) at 10 km to about 700 pptv (∼25%) at 21 km. For
ozone, the mixing ratio almost vanishes below 12 km. Until
20 km, the mixing ratios are smaller or comparable to the to-
tal errors. The total error of ozone increases from 0.4 ppmv
at 10 km, 1.2 ppmv (∼76%) at 21 km to 1.5 ppmv (∼25%) at
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25 km. Above the hygropause (14–15 km), the mixing ratio
of water is very small, about 2 to 3 times smaller than the er-
rors. Below, the strong gradient makes the water profile sen-
sitive to pointing errors. With decreasing altitude, the mixing
ratio increases faster than the errors, at 12 km the errors and
the values become equal.

At the lowest point of the profile (10 km), the total error
for water mixing ratio is 200 ppm (∼35%).

4 The retrieval code

A dedicated code, named MARC, was developed for the
retrieval of the vertical profiles of the target quantities
from the calibrated and geolocated spectra measured by
MARSCHALS. MARC is a global-fit (see Carlotti,1988),
multi-target (see Dinelli et al., 2004) retrieval, in which
forward model errors can be accounted for in the inver-
sion process and the Optimal Estimation Method (OEM, see
Rodgers, 1998) is used. It can be used for a wide-band anal-
ysis of the observations and accounts for horizontal gradients
and cloud contamination. This implies that all the measured
spectral channels and all the limb angles are simultaneously
analysed for the retrieval of all the targets of the observation.
The retrieval procedure has been designed to allow the use in
the inversion procedure of the full Variance-Covariance Ma-
trix (VCM) (Rodgers, 1998) that includes the spectral errors
as well as the forward model errors. As a result, the final re-
trieval error is the total error budget that is the combination
of the random component due to the measurement noise with
the systematic components. MARC uses the initial guess of
the atmospheric status not only as a starting point of the itera-
tive retrieval, but also as a-priori knowledge of the unknowns
(optimal estimation).The shape of the a-priori profile (that
extends far above and below the vertical retrieval range) is
retained above and below the vertical retrieval range. Further
details of the retrieval code can be found in Carli et al. (2007).
The forward model inside MARC has the capability of mod-
elling the molecular continuum, and at the same time also
a frequency independent absorption profile (external contin-
uum) can be fitted to the data. On the other hand, the effects
of the presence of clouds in the field of view of the instrument
can be modelled inside the forward model of MARC, but the
cloud modelling parameters cannot be a target of the retrieval
procedure. This implies that if a cloud is present in the line
of sight of the measurements, its effect is in first approxi-
mation modelled with the retrieval of an external continuum
profile (see Del Bianco et al., 2007) and only in a subsequent
retrieval a rigorous modelling of the cloud is attempted. Be-
sides the vertical profiles of the selected atmospheric quanti-
ties (temperature, VMRs, external continuum absorption co-
efficient) MARC can retrieve instrumental scalar quantities
in the form of single values for all the spectra of the same
scan: one pointing bias value to account for the errors in
determining the real pointing of the antenna, a radiometric

offset value to be added to all the spectra of the same scan
and a correction factor to be multiplied to all the spectra of
the same scan to account for detector non-linearity.

For the retrieval diagnostic MARC computes the following
quantifiers:

1. The reduced chi-square (χ2-test) defined asχ2
−

test=(nTS−1
n n)/(m−n), wherem is the number of ob-

servations,n is the number of retrieved parameters,n is
a vector containing the differences between each obser-
vation and the corresponding simulation, andSn is the
VCM of the observations). Theχ2-test has an expecta-
tion value of 1. Therefore its value is a good estimate of
the quality of the retrieval.

2. The “individual information content”qj defined as:

qj= − ln2

(
Srj

Saj

)

WhereSrj is the diagonal element of the VCM of the re-
trieval andSaj

is the diagonal element of the a-priori co-
variance matrix. This quantifier gives a measure, in terms
of binary bits of information, of the ’gain’ provided by the
measurement with respect to the a-priori knowledge of each
retrieved value (Rodgers, 1998). The value ofqj depends on
the a-priori errors chosen for the retrieval, so it is not an ab-
solute quantifier. If the retrieval error is equal to the a-priori
error, that is if there is no information in the measurement
for the j parameter,qj is equal to zero. Any other value
indicates that some information about the retrieved quantity
was present in the measurement. However we considerqj

values below 1 a indication that the retrieved value comes
mainly from the a-priori knowledge of the target.

1. The trace, defined as the sum of the diagonal elements,
of the Averaging Kernel Matrix (AAKM ) (see Rodgers,
2000). This quantity measures the number of indepen-
dent pieces of information present in the analysed set of
measurements (degrees of freedom).

2. The information content of the measurements, defined
asH = −

1
2 ln2 |I − AAKM | where|| indicates the de-

terminant of the matrix, see Rodgers, 2000.

5 MARSCHALS data analysis

5.1 Level 1 data

Besides measuring the atmospheric radiance in the millime-
tre wave region, MARSCHALS also records information on
the geolocation and the flight attitude of the observation plat-
form. In addition to this, a near infrared image of the field of
view is taken by OCM and saved at a current rate of 1 frame
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Figure 4. Left panel: Measured MARSCHALS Brightness Temperature spectra for Band C 

featuring H2O at 325 GHZ and O3 at 320 GHz. All spectra are acquired during an 18 min period of 

level flight attitude and mean values around nominal view angles are calculated. The multi-coloured 

numbers in the left panel denote the respective tangent point altitudes of the measurements. The 

upper right panel shows MIPAS-STR CI (values below 4 indicate the presence of clouds) and the 

lower right panel show OCM (near-infrared) cloudiness during the same 18 min flight period. Note 

that spectral line features first become visible at around 10.5 km tangent point altitude. At this 

altitude and up to the Tropopause at around 16 km there are nevertheless significant amounts of 

clouds present in the field of view!   

 

 

Fig. 4. Left panel: Measured MARSCHALS Brightness Temperature spectra for band C featuring H2O at 325 GHZ and O3 at 320 GHz.
All spectra are acquired during an 18 min period of level flight attitude and mean values around nominal view angles are calculated. The
multi-coloured numbers in the left panel denote the respective tangent point altitudes of the measurements. The upper right panel shows
MIPAS-STR CI (values below 4 indicate the presence of clouds) and the lower right panel show OCM (near-infrared) cloudiness during the
same 18 min flight period. Note that spectral line features first become visible at around 10.5 km tangent point altitude. At this altitude and
up to the Tropopause at around 16 km there are nevertheless significant amounts of clouds present in the field of view!

per each atmospheric integration cycle (in contrast to the
calibration views during which no OCM image are taken).
The aim of this is to have an independent assessment of the
cloudiness when analysing the millimetre wave data. The
MARSCHALS level1 processor calibrates the raw data by
means of the internal calibration targets to obtain the spec-
tral radiance in units of brightness temperature. Based on the
commanded view angle and the measured platform attitude
both tangent point altitude and location are calculated. On
flight 9 of 5th December pointing knowledge was reconsti-
tuted post flight from gyro and UCSE measurements of the
aircraft roll. A common value of the pointing bias for each
scan is retrieved in this analysis and the results (see Sect. 5.5)
show that the pointing knowledge derived this way is very
accurate.

The standard deviation of one calibrated spectrum of
250ms integration time is of the order of 4 K, which is in
accordance with the expected noise equivalent brightness
temperature (NEBT) of the receiver. The frames taken by
the OCM can be collated (after applying the same view an-
gle correction used to derive absolute pointing knowledge)
to give a full 2-D picture of the cloudiness in the field of
view. The OCM measurements indicate that during the flight
clouds were omnipresent at all altitudes below the tropopause
height of 17 km. The lowest cloud level is observed in the
midsection of the flight. This is indeed the only section
of the flight where the infrared receiver MIPAS-STR was
able to perform successful atmospheric measurements. The

left panel of Fig. 4 shows an example of the measured sub-
millimetre spectra. The spectra shown in the figure were ob-
served during an 18 min period of level flight attitude and
mean values around nominal view angles were calculated.
The multi-coloured numbers in the left panel denote the re-
spective tangent point altitudes of the measurements. The
lower right panel of Fig. 4 shows the OCM cloudiness dur-
ing the same 18 min flight period. In this picture black colour
denotes the cold sky and white/grey colours denote clouds of
varying optical thickness. The upper right panel of Fig. 4
reports the CI measured by MIPAS-STR for the same flight
period. The comparison of MARSCHALS spectra and both
the OCM cloud picture and MIPAS-STR CI in Fig. 4 shows
that spectral features visible in the range between 10.5 km
and 17 km have been recorded in the occurrence of substan-
tial cloud coverage.

5.2 Analysed dataset

As we have seen in Sect. 3.1, band B performances were poor
and only band C data for the flight of the 5 December 2005
have been analysed. The upper panel of Fig. 5 shows the po-
sition of the aircraft during flight 9 and, in different colours,
the geolocation of the tangent points of the band C scans,
while the lower panel of the same figure shows the flight al-
titude plotted versus the universal time coordinate with the
band C scan numbers reported on top. The analysis has been
performed on scans from 3 to 24 and from 36 to 54. Scans
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Figure 5. a) The flight track plotted versus latitude and longitude. Only the positions of the tangent 

points of band C scans are reported in different colors. b) The flight altitude (m) and band C scan 

position plotted versus the Universal Time Coordinate (UTC). 

 

Fig. 5. (a) The flight track plotted versus latitude and longitude.
Only the positions of the tangent points of band C scans are re-
ported in different colors.(b) The flight altitude (m) and band C
scan position plotted versus the Universal Time Coordinate (UTC).

0, 27, 30, 33, and 57, which have been acquired during the
ascent, dive, and descent of the aircraft, have been discarded
on account of artefacts of the varying platform altitude.

Since some of the acquired spectra were very noisy and be-
cause we had a redundancy of sweeps (see Sect. 3.2), spectra
with the average noise level above 8 K have been discarded.

5.3 Initial status of the atmosphere

As stated in Sect. 4, the code MARC uses the initial status
of the atmosphere as a-priori knowledge of the retrieval tar-
gets. This implies that the initial atmospheric status should
be as close as possible to the true status of the atmosphere
in order to have a good a-priori estimate of the profiles that
are the retrieval targets and to minimize the impact of inter-
fering species that are not a retrieval target. A good estimate
of pressure and temperature for the time and location of the
measurements can be provided by ECMWF. ECMWF pro-
vides also data for water and ozone. For all the other gases
emitting in the spectral region measured by MARSCHALS,
the IG2 database (a database containing average atmospheric

profiles along with their 1-sigma variability that was devel-
oped by J. Remedios (Remedios, 1999) for the analysis of
MIPAS/ENVISAT spectra) for an equatorial atmosphere was
used. ECMWF data were extracted from the MARS Archive
(Meteorological Archival and Retrieval System). The MARS
Archive provides data for Geopotential (m2/s2), Temperature
(K), Specific Humidity (Q) (kg/kg) and Ozone Mass Mix-
ing Ratio (MMR) (kg/kg) on a chosen latitude-longitude grid
and on user defined pressure levels while the IG2 database
contains average profiles for all species over a wide lati-
tude band. We have extracted from the archive the data
for December 5, 2005 (the date of the flight) at 18:00 and
24:00 UTC at steps of 1◦ in both latitude-longitude from lat-
itude−13◦ to −23◦ and from longitude 128◦ to 134◦. The
extracted ECMWF profiles were interpolated in latitude, lon-
gitude and time in order to obtain the profiles at the time and
at the average geo-locations of MARSCHALS scans. The
data for Q and Ozone MMR have been converted into H2O
and O3 VMR profiles.

Since the OEM uses the errors associated with the a-priori
profiles as the weight with which the a-priori information is
combined with the measurement information, particular care
should be used in their choice. For all the target species but
temperature, in our analysis we have used the measured at-
mospheric 1-σ variability that has been estimated by Reme-
dios (1999) for the latitude band of Darwin and that is in-
cluded in the IG2 database. Only for the temperature, whose
knowledge is supposed to be better than the registered vari-
ability over the wide latitude band considered in the IG2
database, a 3 K constant error was used. In the altitude range
of MARSCHALS measurements the size of the a-priori er-
rors for water ranged from 10% at 23 km to 190% at 7 km;
for ozone the a-priori errors ranged from 30% to 100% de-
pending on the altitude and for HNO3 the errors ranged from
40% to 100%.

5.4 Retrieval setup

The targets of MARSCHALS measurements, when operat-
ing on all the three bands, have been identified during the
theoretical retrieval study performed on a mid-latitude and
polar atmosphere for the development of the MARC code
(Dinelli et al., 2007)to be the altitude distributions of T, H2O,
O3, HNO3, N2O, CO and of the external continuum (Multi
Target Retrieval) and the scalar values (that is a single value
that is applied to each sweep of the scan) of the pointing bias,
instrumental offset and gain correction factor (see Sect. 4 for
their definition). For the retrieval of band C measurements
only, during the same study the identified targets were: the
altitude distributions of T, H2O, O3, HNO3 and of the exter-
nal continuum plus all the three scalar values.

Common retrieval options adopted for all the analysed
scans were:
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– Same vertical retrieval grid (target dependent)

– Upper limit of the radiative transfer integral 50 km

– Use of the Optimal Estimation Method (OEM)

– No hydrostatic equilibrium (the initial pressure and tem-
perature profiles have been assumed to be in hydrostatic
equilibrium. However the hydrostatic equilibrium has
not been forced during the iterative procedure because
anomalous T values could cause the reconstruction of
wrong pressures therefore affecting the quality of the
retrieval).

Tests have been performed to check if the above mentioned
targets could all be retrieved, and to tune the vertical retrieval
grid of each target and the best altitude range of the analysed
measurements. After all the performed tests we have defined
a final retrieval setup that ensures the best results for the anal-
ysis of band C spectra:

– Spectra have been selected according to the following
criteria: Tangent altitude>6 km, Average Noise<8 K

– Use of GPS altitudes as flight altitudes of the aircraft

– Use average noise values without correlations among
the sweeps that share the same calibration view

– Spectra that after a first run of the retrieval hadχ2-test
values higher than 20 have been removed from the anal-
ysis

The best vertical retrieval grid (which has been kept con-
stant throughout the whole flight) was determined for each
target as a compromise between the number of altitudes
needed for a correct representation of the vertical profile and
the “individual information content” (see Sect. 4) of the mea-
surements. For all the targets we have performed the retrieval
in the altitude range sampled by the instrument plus a couple
of altitudes above the highest flight altitude (where the in-
formation content of the measurements is always very low).
This was done to avoid errors introduced in the retrieved pro-
files by the assumed vertical distribution above the topmost
retrieved point. The same applies to the lower part of all the
retrieved profiles.

Since sub-millimetre measurements are not very sensitive
to the temperature, and therefore the error with which it can
be retrieved is high, we have privileged to maintain a detailed
representation of the profile rather than to pursuit the inno-
vative information content of the measurements and we have
chosen a vertical grid made of 10 points at 7, 9, 11, 13, 15,
17, 19, 20, 22, 26 km. For water vapour we have chosen a
vertical retrieval grid made of 15 points with steps of 1 km
from 8 to 20 km plus two points at 23 and 26 km in order to
have reasonable individual information content and a good
representation of the profile around the hydropause. Ozone

 

 

Figure 6. Final χ2-Test value, AAKM trace and information content for the analysis of band C for 

each scan reported as a function of the acquisition time (UTC). 

 

Fig. 6. Final χ2-Test value,AAKM trace and information content
for the analysis of band C for each scan reported as a function of
the acquisition time (UTC).

was retrieved on 12 points at 7, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 23 and 26 km while HNO3 vertical grid was made of
8 points at 9, 11, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20 and 24 km. The external
continuum was retrieved at 1 km step from 7 to 19 km.

5.5 Retrieval results

The upper panel of Fig. 6 reports the finalχ2-test values ob-
tained in the analysis of each scan. Theχ2-test value is al-
ways close to 1, indicating the presence of low systematic
errors and validating the choice of the use of a single noise
value for each sweep in the retrieval. The central and lower
panels of Fig. 6 show the retrieval quantifiers relative to the
analysis of each scan. Both the trace of theAAKM matrix
and the information content of the measurements are fairly
constant throughout the whole flight, indicating the constant
quality of the measurements. In Table 2 we report the re-
trieval performances in terms of degrees of freedom and ob-
tained accuracy of the band C analysis for each target; the
degrees of freedom of the different targets obtained in the
analysis of each scan are plotted in Fig. 7. The figure high-
lights that, despite the variable flight altitude and the cloud
coverage, good and stable results have been obtained.

The results of the analysis are mapped in Figs. 8 to 12.
Each figure shows the 3-D maps of the targets (VMR, T,
external continuum), of their retrieval error and of the in-
dividual information content (qj ) plotted versus altitude and
acquisition time. On each map the black line shows the al-
titude of the instrument and the grey dots show the altitudes
at which the retrieval was performed. Pointing bias, gain and
offset (shown in Figures 13 top, central, and bottom panels
respectively) are always very well determined. The average
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Table 2. Average performances of the retrieval of band C.

Species Number of retrieved
altitudes
(parameters)

Degrees of
Freedom

Altitude
[km]

Accuracy
[%]

Temperature 10 4 Flight altitude to 10 km –
H2O 15 10–11 flight altitude to 12 km 10
O3 12 6.5 flight altitude to 4 km below 10–60
HNO3 8 2 flight altitude to 2 km below 40–60
Continuum 13 5 Flight altitude to 15 km –
Scalar quantities 3 3
Total 58 31

Figure 7. Degrees of freedom for the different targets plotted as a function of the acquisition time 

(UTC). 

 

Fig. 7. Degrees of freedom for the different targets plotted as a
function of the acquisition time (UTC).

retrieved pointing bias is 3±10 mdeg, which compares well
with the 2.5 mdeg rms pointing knowledge during a scan re-
ported in the instrument specifications (see. Sect. 2.1.). The
average retrieved gain correction is 0.999±0007, indicating
that the detector response had no deviations from linearity.
The average retrieved offset is 0.15±0.45 K, indicating that
the instrument was not affected by the different environmen-
tal conditions encountered during the flight (i.e. the strong
temperature variations experienced during the dive).

As it can be seen in the map of the “individual informa-
tion content” shown in Fig. 8, the temperature is mainly de-
termined by the a-priori information (qj values below 1 bit
of information above 15 km and below 10 km), as it is sug-
gested by the comparison in Table 2 of the number of degrees
of freedom of the temperature retrieval (also shown by the
red line of Fig. 7) with the number of altitudes at which the
temperature is retrieved. This is the result of the choice of a
retrieval grid which, for a quantity that is not the main target
of sub-millimetre measurements, gives priority to the details
of the profile. However some contributions of the measure-
ments are present from 16 km down to about 10 km depend-
ing on the scan.

As it can be seen in Table 2 and as shown by the green
line of Fig. 7, the degrees of freedom for water are slightly
lower than the number of altitudes at which the retrieval is
performed. This is due to the choice of a vertical retrieval
grid that is driven by the necessity to have a detailed water
profile around the hydropause. However this does not com-
promise the quality of the retrieval, as shown by the maps of
Fig. 9. The map of the individual information content shows
that the H2O profiles are well determined from flight altitude
down to about 10 km where we gain up to 2 bit of information
with respect to the expected value coming from climatology.
The accuracy obtained over that altitude range is about 10%
(see Table 2).

The ozone profiles (see Fig. 10) are well determined in
an altitude strip that goes from flight altitude down to 14 km
with an accuracy that varies from 10% near the aircraft to
60% at the lowest altitude (see Table 2). This is a remark-
able result if we think that the ozone concentration below the
tropopause is always very low and that for most of the flight
the aircraft was flying in the tropopause region. We can see
that at the very end of the flight, when the aircraft finally
flies above the tropopause, the altitude strip where the indi-
vidual information content of the ozone profiles is above 1
gets wider.

The HNO3 profiles (Fig. 11) are always poorly determined
(its accuracy is never better than 40% – see Table 2) due to
the low signal to noise ratio of its emission in the analysed
spectral region, probably because of the high altitude of the
tropopause with respect to the position of the instrument at
these latitudes and time of the year. In fact we can clearly see
an enhancement of the individual information content of the
measurements after scan 12 (73270 UTC when the flight alti-
tude goes from 17 to 18 km). In the second part of the flight,
when the aircraft flies well above the tropopause, there is a
little more information for this target also above the aircraft.

As an example of the results of the analysis, the individ-
ual profiles and the Averaging Kernels (AK) for scan 51 are
plotted in Fig. 14. In the 4 panels of the figure reporting
the VMR profiles, the solid line represents the retrieved pro-
file, the dashed line is the initial guess (a-priori) profile and
the dotted lines, showing the a-priori profile plus/minus the
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Figure 8. Retrieved Temperature [K] using the scans of band C (top-left panel), the related retrieval 
error [K] (top-right) and the individual information content of the measurements (bottom). The grey 
dots show the retrieval grid and the black line shows the aircraft altitude. 

Fig. 8. Retrieved Temperature [K] using the scans of band C (top-left panel), the related retrieval error [K] (top-right) and the individual
information content of the measurements (bottom). The grey dots show the retrieval grid and the black line shows the aircraft altitude.

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Retrieved H2O [ppmV] using the scans of band C (top-left panel), the related retrieval 
error [ppmV] (top-right panel) and the individual information content (bottom panel). The grey dots 
show the retrieval grid and the black line shows the aircraft altitude. 

Fig. 9. Retrieved H2O [ppmV] using the scans of band C (top-left panel), the related retrieval error [ppmV] (top-right panel) and the
individual information content (bottom panel). The grey dots show the retrieval grid and the black line shows the aircraft altitude.

a-priori errors, are drawn to show the size of the a-priori er-
rors used to weight the a-priori information in the retrieval.
The black dashed line indicates the average altitude of the in-
strument during the scan. In the 4 panels showing the AK of
the retrieved values, each AK is plotted in a different colour:
in the legend we have used the same colour to report the alti-
tude of the parameter which the AK is referred to.

Even if the information content of the measurements for
the temperature at 9 km is low, the low temperature val-
ues found at that altitude for scans 18 (74445 UTC), 42
(79180 UTC) and 45 (79780 UTC) (see Fig. 8), that sample
the atmosphere at the same latitudes, suggest the presence of
an intrusion of stratospheric air into the troposphere. This is
confirmed also by the low values found at the same altitudes
for the water vapour (see Fig. 9).
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Figure 10. Retrieved O3 [ppmV] using the scans of band C (top-left panel), the related retrieval 

error [ppmV] (top-right panel) and the individual information content (bottom). The grey dots show 

the retrieval grid and the black line shows the aircraft altitude. 

 

Fig. 10.Retrieved O3 [ppmV] using the scans of band C (top-left panel), the related retrieval error [ppmV] (top-right panel) and the individual
information content (bottom). The grey dots show the retrieval grid and the black line shows the aircraft altitude.

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Retrieved HNO3 [ppmV] using the scans of band C (top-left panel), the related retrieval 
error [ppmV] (top-right panel) and the individual information content (bottom panel). The grey dots 
show the retrieval grid and the black line shows the aircraft altitude. 

Fig. 11. Retrieved HNO3 [ppmV] using the scans of band C (top-left panel), the related retrieval error [ppmV] (top-right panel) and the
individual information content (bottom panel). The grey dots show the retrieval grid and the black line shows the aircraft altitude.

The results obtained in this analysis are in agreement
with the findings of the theoretical retrieval study (Dinelli
et al., 2007) performed to assess the measurements capa-
bility of MARSCHALS+MARC, despite the fact that the
measurement strategy was completely different from the as-
sumed one and that the study was performed for a mid-
latitude atmosphere with the aircraft altitude much higher

than the real one. MARSCHALS was required to measure
water vapour, ozone, nitric acid N2O and carbon monox-
ide in the UTLS region. With the lack of two bands and
with a much lower S/N it has been possible to retrieve with
sufficient accuracy the targets whose spectral features were
present in the measured band above the noise.
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Figure 12. Retrieved un-accounted continuum [1027 cm2] using the scans of band C (top-left panel), 
the related retrieval error [1027 cm2] (top-right panel) and the individual information content 
(bottom panel). The grey dots show the retrieval grid and the black line shows the aircraft altitude. 

Fig. 12. Retrieved un-accounted continuum [1027cm2] using the scans of band C (top-left panel), the related retrieval error [1027cm2]
(top-right panel) and the individual information content (bottom panel). The grey dots show the retrieval grid and the black line shows the
aircraft altitude.

The retrieval of the external continuum (see Figure 12)
highlights that, with the exception of some absorption ob-
served around scan 12 (73270 UTC), the clouds, whose pres-
ence was reported by other instruments such as the OCM
imager, MIPAS-STR and the lidar on board the Falcon air-
craft, were not affecting the millimetre waves measurement.
The loss of sensitivity at about 10 km occurs because of the
high absorption of water vapour in the tropical region and not
because of the detected cloud coverage.

As shown by Del Bianco et al. (2007), in the millimetre-
wave region the clouds can be classified according to their
effect in the radiative transfer, into:

1. clouds practically transparent,

2. clouds adequately modelled in the retrieval by the fit of
atmospheric continuum absorption,

3. clouds that require the modelling of the scattering ef-
fects.

The largest absorption observed in Fig. 12 around scan 12
corresponds to clouds that in the retrieval study of Del Bianco
et al. (2007) were located close to the boundary between case
2 and 3.

Tests have been made repeating the retrieval of scan 12
with a proper scattering model of the cloud. The cloud prop-
erties were varied in a range of possible values, but the reduc-
tion of the chi-test that was observed for some cloud proper-
ties was very small and no significant change was obtained
in the retrieved quantities, confirming that also in the case

of maximum absorption the cloud was adequately modelled
with an atmospheric continuum profile.

6 Intercomparison with MIPAS-STR

The results of our analysis have been validated with mea-
surements of in-situ instruments on board the M55 during
the flight. The outcome of this exercise is reported in Dinelli
et al., 2007. Here we limit the validation exercise to the com-
parison of the results obtained from MARSCHALS scans
with the profiles obtained by MIPAS-STR (the only limb
viewer instrument on board the M55) during the same flight.
As already said in Sect. 3.2, one scan only was available for
MIPAS-STR. The profiles obtained in the analysis of this
scan have been compared with the profiles retrieved from
MARSCHALS scans 36 and 39 that have been acquired right
before and right after MIPAS-STR scan and therefore sample
similar air masses. The results of the comparison are shown
in Fig. 15.

The upper left panel of Fig. 15 shows the comparison
of the temperature obtained analysing MARSCHALS scans
with the temperature profile obtained by MIPAS-STR. In
general the profiles agree quite well in the altitude range
from 10 to 22 km: the tropopause is found to be located at
the same altitude and the profiles lay within their error bars.
Above 22 km, where the individual information content is
small (see lower panel of Fig. 8) and the retrieved profiles
are biased toward the a-priori (i.e. the ECMWF profiles ob-
tained as described in Sect. 5.3), the profiles start to diverge.
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Figure 13. Retrieved pointing bias (top panel), gain (central panel) and offset (bottom panel) using 

the scans of band C. The quantities are plotted versus the acquisition time (UTC). The dashed line 

represents their average value and the dotted lines represent the relative ESD. 

 

Fig. 13. Retrieved pointing bias (top panel), gain (central panel)
and offset (bottom panel) using the scans of band C. The quantities
are plotted versus the acquisition time (UTC). The dashed line rep-
resents their average value and the dotted lines represent the relative
ESD.

The upper right panel of Fig. 15 shows the comparison
of scans 36 and 39 with the water vapour VMR profile ob-
tained by MIPAS-STR. From Fig. 9, which shows the in-
dividual information content for the water vapour retrievals
of MARSCHALS, we can see that the maximum of the in-
formation content on water vapour is above 10 km, and un-
fortunately the error bars of MIPAS-STR data in that region
are too large to prevent any conclusion from the comparison.
However in the small altitude region where MIPAS-STR pro-
file has low error bars and MARSCHALS data have enough
information content, the profiles agree quite well.

The lower left panel of Fig. 15 shows the comparison of
scans 36 and 39 with the ozone VMR profile obtained by
MIPAS-STR. We can see that the agreement is good; the pro-
files never differ for more than their retrieval error (shown
in the figure). MIPAS-STR and MARSCHALS O3 profiles
show discrepancies where the individual information content
of MARSCHALS spectra is low, that is when the weight of
the a-priori information used in the retrieval starts to increase.

The lower right panel of Fig. 15 shows the comparison of
scans 36 and 39 with the HNO3 VMR profile obtained by

MIPAS-STR. The lower panel of Fig. 11 shows the individ-
ual information content of MARSCHALS scans for HNO3.
It is clear that the information content of band C for this
molecule is lower than for the other examined targets. This
means that the a-priori information used in MARSCHALS
retrievals always has some influence in the retrieval prod-
ucts. Despite this fact, we can see that MIPAS-STR and
MARSCHALS results are in agreement from 15 km upward,
and the fact that MARSCHALS fails to catch the structure
measured by MIPAS-STR at 14 km is in line with the very
low information content at that altitude.

7 Conclusions

First scientific measurements were obtained by
MARSCHALS on a stratospheric remote sensing flight
from Darwin on 5th December 2005. Atmospheric spectra
were recorded in band C at frequencies of 316.5–325.5 GHz.
The measurements were affected by a noise level larger than
planned (a NET of 4–5 K instead of the value of 1 K used
in the case studies of the theoretical retrieval study reported
in Dinelli et al., 2007). This shortcoming was partially
compensated by the measurement of extra limb views in
each limb scan corresponding to a longer measurement
time. It was possible to verify with direct evidence the
capability of millimetre wave measurements of making
minor constituent measurements in presence of clouds
that obscure middle infrared instruments. The flight took
place above high clouds, which compromised most of the
limb measurement of MIPAS-STR, while MARSCHALS
was practically unaffected by the clouds. Indeed, most
of the time the clouds were practically transparent and
only in one scan an absorbing cloud was observed, that
was adequately modelled in the retrieval by an external
continuum absorption profile. The high concentration of
water vapour in the tropical region where the flight took
place, rather than the clouds, limited the altitude range
of the retrieval from about 10 km to about flight altitude.
Furthermore, while the aircraft altitude ranged from 17 to
19 km, the tropopause was located at about 17 km. Species
like ozone and HNO3 with very low concentrations in the
troposphere were only present in abundances above the
detection limits of the instrument within a small altitude
range. Within the limits of the reduced sensitivity due to
the single band measurements and due to the larger spectral
error the retrieval performances were consistent with the
results expected from the theoretical retrieval study (Dinelli
et al., 2007), and H2O, O3, and HNO3 have been measured
in the UTLS (Upper Troposphere – Lower Stratosphere).

MARSCHALS profiles have been validated using the
measurements acquired by the mid-IR instrument MIPAS-
STR. The ubiquitous cloud coverage observed during the
flight affected the measurement capability of MIPAS-STR.
As a consequence, data taken from the analysis of one single
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Figure 15. Comparison of the results of MARSCHALS scans 36 (in red) and 39 (in blue) with 

MIPAS-STR (in green), together with the total error bars (=3σ). 
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scan were available for the intercomparison. For the scans
sampling the same air masses the results obtained by the two
instruments are in good agreement. The performed analysis
of MARSCHALS data shows that the instrument is capable
of measuring the atmospheric composition in the UTLS re-
gion, even in presence of clouds that are optically thick at IR
wavelengths.
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